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Schur apolarity and how to use it

Abstract:
Structured tensors are multilinear objects that satisfy specific symmetry relations. The aim of the thesis is to investigate the tensor decomposition of such objects in terms of elementary tensors which are naturally parametrized by points of SL(n)-rational homogeneous varieties. This set of varieties includes also Veronese varieties (symmetric tensors), Grassmann varieties (skew-symmetric tensors), and flag varieties. Symmetric tensors have been classically studied using the apolarity theory. An analogous skew-symmetric apolarity theory for skew-symmetric tensors has been developed only few years ago. In this talk we introduce the Schur apolarity theory, which is a general apolarity theory suitable for structured tensors related to SL(n)-irreducible representations. The key result called Schur apolarity lemma, that links a decomposition of a tensor to an inclusion of ideals, is also presented.
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